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Hydrogen Storage in Porous Cyanometalates: Role of the Exchangeable Alkali Metal

L. Reguera,† J. Balmaseda,‡ L. F. del Castillo,‡ and E. Reguera*,§,|

UniVersidad de La Habana, Cuba, UniVersidad Nacional Auto´noma de Me´xico (UNAM), México, Instituto
Politécnico Nacional, Me´xico and UniVersidad de La Habana, Cuba

ReceiVed: December 13, 2007; In Final Form: January 30, 2008

The hydrogen storage in zeolite-like hexacyanometalates with different exchangeable alkali metals within
the cavities was studied. The H2 adsorption isotherms were recorded at 75 and 85 K in order to estimate the
involved adsorption heats using the isosteric method. The electric field gradient within the porous framework
favors the hydrogen adsorption in the materials under study but also could lead to kinetic effects for the pore
filling. Such effects were particularly pronounced for sodium among the studied compositions: Zn3A2[Fe-
(CN)6]2 (A ) Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+) and Zn3[Co(CN)6]2. For Na+, a strong interaction with the H2 molecule
takes place, where appreciable kinetic effects even at 258 K are observed. For Zn3[Co(CN)6]2 (rhombohedral
phase) where the cavities are free of exchangeable metal and, in consequence, have a weak electric field
gradient on their surface, the largest hydrogen storage capacity, close to 12 H2 molecules per cavity (1.82%
by weight), was observed. The hydrogen adsorption in these materials involves adsorption heats in the 6-8.5
kJ/mol range, following the order K> Rb > Cs≈ Zn3[Co(CN)6]2. The porous framework of this family of
materials is formed by ellipsoidal cavities communicated by elliptical windows. The alkali metals are sited
close to the windows. The pore accessibility and pore volume were evaluated from CO2 adsorption isotherms
recorded at 273 K. The free volume was found to be accessible to the CO2 molecule for all of the studied
compositions. According to the obtained isotherms the stabilization of the CO2 molecule within the pores is
caused by the electrostatic interaction between the electric field gradient at the cavity and the adsorbate
quadrupole moment. The estimated strength for the guest-host interaction and the accessible pore volume
follow the order Na> K > Rb > Cs. The largest accessible pore volume was found for Zn3[Co(CN)6]2, close
to 8 CO2 molecules per cavity (28% by weight), but with the weaker guest-host interaction. The materials
under study were characterized from X-ray diffraction, thermo-gravimetric, infrared, and Mo¨ssbauer data.
The obtained results shed light on the role of the electric field gradient at the cavity for the hydrogen adsorption.

1. Introduction

The role of greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuel
combustion on the climate changes related to global warming
is nowadays well accepted. This fact, together with the increas-
ing energy demand and the progressive decrease for the
worldwide reserve of these traditional energy sources, are
forcing us to find environmentally compatible alternative energy
resources.1 Related to the clean combustion of hydrogen and
its high heating value (572 kJ/mol), the development of an
energetic technology based on hydrogen appears to be one of
the most promising options, particularly for vehicular applica-
tions.2 In that sense, the main fundamental and technological
challenge is to find an appropriate method for molecular
hydrogen storage, with high gravimetric capacity, of at least 6
wt %, and fast adsorption-desorption kinetics at temperatures
below 373 K.3 The highest hydrogen storage capacity has been
reported through the use of chemical and metal hydrides but,
with these materials, the hydrogen desorption usually requires
high temperatures (>500 K) and reversibility is not always

guaranteed.3 These features are the main handicap of these
storage media. An attractive option is the physical adsorption
due to its reversibility, but with the inconvenience, to date, of
relatively low gravimetric density of adsorbed hydrogen.4

Several families of porous materials have been evaluated for
hydrogen storage, among them, carbon-based materials,5 zeo-
lites,6 and metal-organic frameworks.7-9 For zeolites, the
presence of exposed highly polarizing cations in channels and
cavities has been related to the possibility of attaining appropri-
ate stabilization for the hydrogen molecules within the mi-
croporous structure.4,6,10 More recently, porous coordination
polymers, of Prussian-blue type, have received certain attention
as prototypes of materials for hydrogen storage.11-16 The
relatively high ability that these materials show for hydrogen
storage has been attributed to the availability of free coordination
sites for the nitrogen-bound metal sited at the pore’s surface,
in their anhydrous phases.11-16 However, the role of the pore
surface electric field gradient for the hydrogen storage remains
to be clarified. A high electric field gradient could favor a higher
excess for the hydrogen molecule within the cavity but also
could be contributing to reduce the hydrogen diffusion rate
through the porous framework delaying the cavities filling. The
role of the alkali metal sited within the pore for the hydrogen
adsorption has been explored in alkali metal exchanged zeo-
lites,4,6,17 but not for porous coordination polymers. In this
contribution, we are reporting the hydrogen adsorption in a
family of porous hexacyanometalates, Zn3A2[Fe(CN)6]2, where
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the framework metal coordination environment remains satu-
rated with atoms from the CN bridges but with different
exchangeable cations (A) Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+), including a
composition free of exchangeable metal ion, Zn3[Co(CN)6]2,
which has a weaker electric field gradient at the cavity surface
and greater available space. Such a family of hexacyanometa-
lates serves as a prototype of the porous solid, where the electric
field gradient within the porous framework can be modulated
by the charge balancing (exchangeable) cation. The obtained
results help to shed light on the role of the porous framework
electric field gradient for the hydrogen storage in porous
materials.

The crystal structure of the materials under study is known.18,19

They crystallize with a rhombohedral unit cell (R-3c space
group) related to a tetrahedral coordination to the N end of the
CN group for the zinc atom, while the inner metal (Fe, Co)
preserves its usual octahedral coordination to the C end with a
low spin electronic configuration.19,20 Their network of pores
is formed by ellipsoidal cavities of about 12.5× 9 × 8 Å, three
per unit cell, communicated by elliptical opening (windows) of
∼5 Å.18,19The unit cell contains six formula units.19 Such cavity
geometry has been confirmed by a recent study using129Xe
NMR spectroscopy of adsorbed Xe atoms.21 The exchangeable
cations are sited close to the cavity windows.18 A detailed
discussion for the main structural and thermal features of this
family of hexacyanometalates is provided below. Previous to
the hydrogen adsorption study, the samples were characterized
from X-ray diffraction (XRD), thermogravimetry (TG), infrared
(IR), and Mössbauer spectroscopies and CO2 adsorption data.

2. Experimental Section

Hot aqueous solutions (0.01 M) of zinc chloride and
Kn

+[M(CN)6]n- where M) FeII or CoIII , were mixed, and the
resulting precipitate separated after 2 days of aging within the
mother liquor at 60°C. The obtained solid was washed several
times with distilled water in order to remove all of the
accompanying ions and then dried in air until it had constant
weight. For Zn ferrocyanide, the solid precipitated from sodium
ferrocyanide was also prepared. The nature of the obtained solids
as hexacyanometalates was confirmed from IR spectra. The
metals atomic ratio in the studied samples was estimated from
energy-dispersed spectroscopy (EDS) analyses, using a spec-
trometer (from Noran Co.) coupled to a SEM microscope (from
Jeol Co.). The hydration degree (number of water molecules
per formula unit) was estimated from TG curves. Mixed
compositions of Zn ferrocyanides with A) Rb and Cs were
prepared through ionic exchange from Zn3Na2[Fe(CN)6]2‚xH2O
in hot aqueous solutions according to a reported procedure.22

Zinc cobalticyanide, Zn3[Co(CN)6]2‚xH2O, has been reported

as dimorphic, cubic (Fm-3m) and rhombohedral (R-3c).19 In
the following, this last compound will be labeled as Zn3Co2-R.
The cubic phase is usually obtained from the synthesis at room
temperature, whereas the rhombohedral one is formed from hot
solutions or on dehydration of the cubic phase by heating above
60 °C.

A high-resolution TA Instrument (Hi-ResTM) thermo-gravi-
metric analyzer TGA 2950 and instrument control software
Thermal Advantage version 1.1A were used to measure the
weight loss profiles for the studied samples. The TGA 2950
was used in dynamic rate mode where the heating rate is varied
dynamically according to a ramp in response to the derivative
of weight change (as the derivative increases, the heating rate
is decreased, and vice versa). The heating rates were constrained
to be at the 0.001 to 5°C/min range with an instrumental
resolution of 5. The furnace purge was nitrogen using flow rates
of 100 mL/min. IR spectra were collected using a FT-IR
spectrophotometer (Spectrum One, from Perkin-Elmer) and the
KBr pressed disk technique. Mo¨ssbauer spectra were recorded
at room temperature using a constant acceleration spectrometer
operated in the transmission mode and a57Co/Rh source. The
obtained Mo¨ssbauer spectra were fitted using a least-squares
minimization algorithm and pseudo-Lorentzian lines in order
to obtain the values for isomer shift (δ), quadrupole splitting
(∆), and line width (Γ). The value ofδ is reported relative to
sodium nitroprusside. XRD powder patterns were recorded in
Bragg-Brentano geometry by means of a D5000 diffractometer
(from Siemens) and monochromatic CuKR radiation, from 5 to
110 ° (2θ), at a step size of 0.025 and 25 s of counting time.

The CO2 and H2 adsorption isotherms were recorded using
ASAP 2010 and 2020 equipments (from Micromeritics),
respectively. Sample tubes of known weight were loaded with
40-50 mg of sample and sealed using TranSeal. Previous to
CO2 and H2 adsorption, the samples were degassed on the ASAP
analyzer using a heating rate of 1°C/min and then maintained
at the dehydration temperature indicated by the TG curve to
obtain a stable outgas rate below 1µHg. The degassed sample
and sample tube were weighed and then transferred back to the
analyzer with the TranSeal preventing exposure of the sample
to air. After volume measurement with He the degassing was
continued for 24 h at 80°C in the sample port. Measurements
were performed at 273 K for CO2 using an ice-water bath and
at 75 and 85 K for H2 using liquid N2 and Ar baths. These
relatively low temperatures for liquid N2 (75 K) and Ar (85 K)
are related to the local atmospheric pressure, 586 Torr. For Na,
the H2 adsorption isotherm was also recorded at 258 K.

The CO2 adsorption data were evaluated according to the
Dubinin-Astakhov (DA) equation:23

TABLE 1: Formula Unit, Dehydration Temperature, Unit Cell Parameters, ν(CN) Frequency, and Mo1ssbauer Isomer Shift (δ)
for the Materials under Study

formula unit dehyd.T, [K] cell parametersa [Å] ν(CN), [cm-1] δb [mm/s]

Zn3Na2[Fe(CN)6]2.8.9H2O 473 a ) b ) 12.4787(7) 2101 0.18
c ) 32.906(3)

Zn3K2[Fe(CN)6]2.6.8H2O 436 a ) b ) 12.5409(3) 2100 0.18
c ) 32.158(1)

Zn3Rb2[Fe(CN)6]2.6H2O 390 a ) b ) 12.5013(2) 2101 0.18
c ) 32.512 (1)

Zn3Cs2[Fe(CN)6]2.5.6H2O 370 a ) b ) 12.4841(3) 2100 0.19
c ) 32.832(4)

Zn3[Co(CN)6]2-R a ) b ) 12.4847(3) 2203
c: 32.756(1)

a In a hexagonal representation.b Isomer shift values are given relative to sodium nitroprusside; fitting error inδ remains below 0.01 mm/s.
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wherenad is the amount adsorbed at a relative pressure;Pr )
Peq/Pv, wherePeq is the equilibrium pressure, andPv is the vapor
pressure;np: the limiting amount filling the micropores;E0:
characteristic energy;n: the heterogeneity parameter;R: the
universal gas constant; andT is the temperature. Since the CO2

adsorption data were collected up to 760 Torr, at a temperature
close to the critical temperature for this adsorbate (304 K), the
obtained isotherms only contain points for relative pressures
below 0.03, far from the saturation region. In such conditions,
the correlation between DA model parameters for nonlinear
least-squares fitting algorithms leads to non-reliablenp values.
From this fact, thenp value was estimated using the more general
Langmuir-Freundlich (LF) equation based on the vacancy
solutions theory:24

where P0.5 is the equilibrium pressure atnp/2, and g is the
osmotic coefficient related to ideality of solution and the
remaining parameters have the same meaning than in DA
equation. Then, once the value ofnp is known, from eq 1, the
values ofE0 and n are calculated. Details of this combined
application of DA and LF models for the evaluation of
adsorption data have been reported elsewhere, including the
nonlinear fitting algorithm.25 The pore volume was estimated
multiplying the obtainednp value by the reported molar volume
for liquid CO2 (42.9 mL/mol).26

Within the DA model formalism, the adsorption potential can
be estimated directly from the obtained adsorption isotherm
according to:23

The hydrogen adsorption isotherms were evaluated according
to eq 2 to estimate the limit capacity of micropores (np) and
the osmotic coefficient (g) value. As will be discussed, the value
of g can be used as sensor for the strength of the guest-host
interaction. The enthalpy of adsorption (∆Hads) was obtained
by the isosteric method from isotherms recorded at N2 and Ar
baths and then using a variant of the Clasius-Clapeyron equa-
tion to calculate the∆Hads value according to the following:27

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Structural and Thermal Characterization of the
Samples to be Studied.The atomic metals ratio estimated from
EDS analyses corroborated the expected nominal formula units,
Zn3A2[Fe(CN)6]2‚xH2O (A ) Na, K, Rb, Cs) and Zn3[Co-
(CN)6]2‚xH2O. In the following, the ferrocyanides series will
be labeled as Zn3A2Fe2. The obtained XRD powder patterns
correspond to a rhombohedral unit cell (R-3c space group),
which agrees with the reported crystal structure for A) Na,
K, Cs18,22,28and also for the cobalt analogue.19 In Table 1, the
calculated unit cell parameters are summarized. Theν(CN) band
frequency in the IR spectra of hexacyanometalates is a good
sensor for valance, electronic configuration, and coordination
number for the metals linked at the C and N ends of the CN
ligand. For rhombohedral zinc ferrocyanides, this vibration was

observed around 2100 cm-1 (Table 1), independently of the
involved alkaline metal. The alkaline metal is a charge balancing
ion, with only an electrostatic-type interaction with the solid
framework. For zinc cobalticyanide, this vibration was observed
at 2203 cm-1, coinciding with reported IR spectra for the
rhombohedral modification of this compound.19 Mössbauer
spectra of zinc ferrocyanides are single lines with a low isomer
shift (δ) value, typical of low spin Fe(II) (Table 1). The iron
(II) atom is sensing a highly symmetric charge environment
since no quadrupole moment-electric field gradient interaction
from the obtained Mo¨ssbauer spectra was detected. For the zinc
ferricyanide analogue, with also a rhombohedral (R-3c) struc-
ture, the reported spectrum is a quadrupole doublet of very low
quadrupole splitting value (∆ ) 0.18 mm/s) indicating that the
iron (III) atom is sensing a weak electric field gradient at its
charge environment.20,25 In those porous hexacyanometalates
where the hydrogen adsorption has been reported,11-13,15,16the
metal (T) bounded to the nitrogen atom is always found at the
pore surface with a mixed and distorted coordination sphere,
TN6-x(H2O)x.20,25 When the crystal water is removed the
coordination environment for this metal becomes unsaturated,
inducing a higher local distortion and a stronger metal-metal
interaction through the CN bridge. For ferricyanides, such an
effect is detected as a variation for bothδ and∆ values. The
increase for the metal-metal interactions leads to a smallerδ
value while the higher local distortion is detected as a larger
value of∆.29

Figure 1 shows the TG curves for all of the studied samples.
Zinc cobalticyanide was found to be anhydrous. It seems that
the surface adsorption potential at the pore surface for this
compound is insufficient to produce an excess of water
molecules within the porous framework. The de-hydration
temperature for zinc ferrocyanides, taken at the end of the de-
hydration process, parallels the reported polarization power for
the involved exchangeable cations (Na> K > Rb > Cs).30

These metal ions remain hydrated and their coordination waters
are the last ones to be liberated. The pores contain additional
waters, of zeolitic nature, hydrogen bonded to the coordinated
ones, probably forming water clusters. These weakly bonded
water molecules abandon the solid at relatively low temperature
in a practically continuous process (Figure 1). Once the first
zeolitic waters are removed, the remaining ones enhance their
mutual interactions and a higher temperature is required to allow
their release. This could explain the observed continuous weight
loss for the TG curves. The materials under study, in their
anhydrous form, remain stable up to above 300°C.

nad ) np‚exp{-[RT
E0

ln(Pr
-1)]n} (1)

Peq ) P0.5( nad

np - nad
)g

(2)

A ) RTln(Pr
-1) (3)

ln(P1

P2
) )

∆Hads

R

T2 - T1

T1‚T2
(4)

Figure 1. TG curves (dehydration region) for the materials under
study: Zn3A2[Fe(CN)6]2‚xH2O, A ) Na, K, Rb, Cs; and Zn3[Co(CN)6]2

rhombohedral phase (Zn3Co2-R).
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3.2. Porous Framework.Figure 2 shows the porous frame-
work of the materials under study represented as the assembling
of MC6 octahedra and ZnN4 tetrahedra. The synthesis process
really corresponds to the assembling of octahedral anionic
blocks, [M(CN)6]n-, through Zn2+ cations which link neighbor-
ing blocks at the N ends. In Prussian blue analogues (cubic Fm-
3m) where both the inner and outer metals are found with
octahedral coordination, the M-CtN-T-NtC-M chain
remains practically linear, and the pore window has a square
cross section.21,25 In the R-3c structure, the M-CtN bond
remains practically linear but the N-Zn-N one deviates from
the linearity.18-20 On average, in the materials under study, the
N-Zn-N angle was estimated to be 108°. The formation of
windows of elliptical shape and also of ellipsoidal cavities is
related to such deviation from linearity. This local deformation
around the Zn atom, together with the excess of negative charge
from the anion, is probably responsible for certain concentration
of electric field gradient close to the pore windows since the
charge balancing cations in zinc ferrocyanides are found close
to the windows.18,19 Figure 3 shows that the alkali metal is
located close to the ZnN4 corners. As already-mentioned, the
Mössbauer spectrum for the studied ferrocyanides, which senses
the charge environment due to the first neighbors for the iron
atom, is a single line (Table 1). During the synthesis process,
the [M(CN)6] block practically preserves the octahedral geom-
etry. This is also supported by the IR spectra for this family of
compounds where the F1u motion for the CN group remains

degenerated (a single absorption band).19 The deviation of the
M-CtN-Zn-NtC-M chain from the linearity for the
rhombohedral structure finds conclusive evidence in the mag-
netic properties of zinc ferricyanide.20 In the cubic phase of
this compound, the FeIII ions appear separated at a distance of
10.2 Å, and its Curie-Weiss (|θCW|) constant is 5.1(1) K,
whereas in the R-3c structure, where these ions are found to be
at shorter distance between them, 7.4 Å, this parameter (|θCW|)
results 3.1(1) K. This is equivalent to a weaker magnetic
interaction between the iron atoms for the R-3c phase. In this
last structure, the overlapping path between the unpaired
electrons on neighboring iron atoms results unfavorable. In
addition to the structural studies,18,19 the ellipsoidal geometry
for the cavity in the materials under study has been confirmed
by 129Xe NMR spectroscopy.21

3.3. Carbon Dioxide Adsorption Isotherms.Carbon dioxide
is a linear molecule with a relatively small effective cross section
along the O-C-O axis, which facilitates its diffusion through
small windows and narrow channels. CO2 is a quadrupolar
molecule sensible to the cavity electric field gradient, a behavior
also expected for H2. From this fact, the obtained results from
CO2 adsorption contributes to shed light on the driving force
for the hydrogen molecule stabilization in the materials under
study. The CO2 adsorption isotherms were also used to shed
light on the alkaline metal effect on the pore accessibility. The
alkaline metal atoms sited close to the pore windows could be
a limiting factor for the pore filling. From this fact, the CO2

adsorption experiments were carried out at 273 K, only 31 K
below the CO2 critical temperature. At the used measurement
temperature (273 K), the CO2 molecule has sufficient kinetic
energy to diffuse through small windows. Figure 4 shows the
collected CO2 adsorption isotherms. According to these iso-
therms, in ferrocyanides the electric field gradient at the cavity
notably enhances the CO2 adsorption. At relatively low pres-
sures, the adsorption isotherm shows saturation, suggesting that
all of the available free volume has been occupied by CO2

molecules.
Previous adsorption studies in porous cyanometalates have

proven the usefulness of the DA model to evaluate the CO2

adsorption data,25,29,30 alone or in combination with the LF
model,25,30and in correspondence with that information, the CO2

isotherms obtained for the studied series of zinc hexacyano-
metalate-based materials were evaluated using the combination
of both DA and LF models. The estimated parameters values

Figure 2. Porous framework (excluding the exchangeable alkali metal)
for the materials under study. Relatively large ellipsoidal cavities remain
communicated by elliptical windows, six per cavity.

Figure 3. Framework of the materials under study. The exchangeable
alkali metals located close to the ZnN4 polyhedron corners are indicated
with small spheres. That position for the alkali metal corresponds to
the estimated coordinates for the hydrated material. From the recorded
CO2 and H2 adsorption data evidence for the cation mobility on the
cavity filling was obtained.

Figure 4. CO2 adsorption isotherms at 273 K for the materials under
study: Zn3A2[Fe(CN)6]2, A ) Na, K, Rb, Cs; and Zn3[Co(CN)6]2

rhombohedral phase (Zn3Co2-R).
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from the adsorption data fitting are summarized in Table 2. The
calculated limit amount filling the micropores (Table 2) follows
the order Na> K > Rb > Cs. This corresponds to the inverse
ordering of these metals according to their ionic radii.31 For
Cs, which is the bigger metal within the considered series, the
CO2 adsorption undergoes a considerable reduction, to about
40% of the observed value for Na (Figure 4, Table 2). Probably
Cs, due to its large size (1.85 Å of ionic radius),31 hinders the
accommodation of a significant amount of CO2 molecules within
the cavity. In the obtained isotherm for Cs, no evidence of
kinetic effects were observed. The electric field gradient effect
on the CO2 adsorption in the materials under study is evident
from a comparison of the obtained isotherms for ferrocyanides
with that recorded for zinc cobalticyanide (R-3c) (Figure 4).
To Zn3Co2-R belongs the isotherm of smaller slope at low
adsorption (smallnadsvalues), which corresponds to the weaker
interaction for the CO2 molecule with the cavity. This last
compound has the weakest electric field gradient at the cavity,
as revealed by its anhydrous character even in a humid
atmosphere. It seems that in the studied family of materials,
the CO2 molecule excess within the porous framework is caused
by electrostatic interactions without discarding the participation
of certain contribution from dispersive forces. Analogue evi-
dence has already been observed for the CO2 adsorption in
porous nitroprussides.29

In Table 2, the estimated parameters from the CO2 adsorption
data fitting according to the DA model are summarized. The
obtained value for the characteristic energy,Eo, follows the
order, Na> K > Rb > Cs > Zn3Co3-R, which parallels the
expected strength for the electrostatic interaction. For Zn3Co2-
R, the characteristic energy,Eo, is particularly low, 9.23( 0.47
versus 22.7( 0.4 kJ/mol for sodium-zinc ferrocyanide (Table
2). In the DA model, theEo value senses the average strength
for the guest-host interaction during the adsorption phenom-
enon. An analogue result is obtained from the adsorption
potential (A), calculated according to eq 3, except for sodium
(Figure 5). For low values of the fractional pore filling (θ )
nads/np), where the contribution of the guest-guest interaction
to the adsorption process is minimized and could be ignored,
the adsorption potential follows the order K> Rb > Cs> Zn3-
Co3-R, similar to that already inferred from the calculatedEo

values. For Na, the estimated value for the adsorption potential
at low θ values cannot be fitted according to eq 3. This reveals
a certain unique behavior for this ion, which is more pronounced
for the hydrogen adsorption (discussed below). Probably, the
relatively strong interaction of the CO2 molecule with the
sodium ion facilitates a greater mobility of this last one within
the cavity and to a more pronounced variation for the adsorption
potential.

According to the estimated amount filling the micropores, in
mol/mol, a cavity free of alkaline metal is occupied by
practically 8 CO2 molecules. This is equivalent to 28 wt % of
CO2 storage capacity in Zn3Co3-R. In the structure of the
materials under study, there are two formula units per cavity.

Probably, this relatively large amount of CO2 molecules
adsorbed per cavity is related to the geometry of both adsorbate
and available free volume in the host solid. In the studied
ferrocyanides, a fraction of that free volume is occupied by the
alkali metal and the estimated amount filling the micropores
follows the order Na> K > Rb > Cs (Table 2). For Cs, close
to four CO2 molecules can be accommodated within a cavity.
The observed value for the heterogeneity parameter (n) suggests
that the CO2 molecule is sensing certain variation for the
adsorption potential within the cavity on the pore filling. Such
variation could be related to the alkali metal mobility, a well-
known and studied phenomenon in zeolites.33 For Zn3Co-R, the
obtained value of 2 forn is an expected result. The cavity surface
for this material is practically free of electric field gradient,
similar to porous carbons whose isotherms are usually fitted
with n ) 2 in DA model.23

3.4. Hydrogen Adsorption Isotherms.Figure 6 shows the
obtained hydrogen adsorption isotherms at the nitrogen bath.
The slope of these adsorption curves is particularly pronounced
at low values of pressure suggesting that the hydrogen molecule
is participating of a relatively strong guest-host interaction at
the cavity. The strength of that interaction, taken as the slope
for the adsorption isotherm at low values of pressure, follows
the order K> Rb > Cs> Zn3Co-R (Figure 7). The exception
appears to be the sodium-containing ferrocyanide (also discussed
below). This order parallels the polarizing power for these three
metals (K, Rb, Cs),33 a behavior similar to that discussed above
for the CO2 adsorption. Compared to CO2, the hydrogen
molecule has a smaller quadrupole moment;34 however, H2 is a
molecule with only two protons in its nucleus and probably with
certain ability to be polarized in the presence of a strong electric
field. An analog alkali metal effect on the hydrogen adsorption
has been explored from calculations for exchanged zeolites
predicting that the embedding of the cations in a zeolite
framework causes a dramatic decrease of the polarizing power
of the cations.4,6 The experimental results herein discussed
suggest that in zeolite-like hexacyanometalates, the cause for
hydrogen molecule excess within the cavity is related to its
electrostatic interaction with the cavity electric field gradient,
without discarding certain contributions from a direct interaction
of H2 with the metal ion. That first interaction appears to be
relatively strong since at 75 K hydrogen is in a supercritical
state (Tc ) 32.97 K), nevertheless, the obtained isotherms show
evidence of saturation at medium-pressure values. Since the
hydrogen molecule only has a quadrupole moment, such a
stabilization within the pores was mainly attributed to a
particularly sensitivity of the hydrogen molecule to the electric
field gradient. This suggests that the polarizing power of hard
ions may provide a means for increasing the interaction of the
host materials with the hydrogen molecule.

The hydrogen adsorption in Prussian blue analogues has been
attributed to interactions at the pore surface where there are
metal centers with unsaturated coordination environment.11-16

The obtained results for Zn3Co2-R discard that correlation

TABLE 2: Results Derived from the CO2 Adsorption Isotherms Fitting According to the Dubinin -Asthakov Modela,b

compd E0, [kJ/mol] np, [mol/ mol] n CO2/ Cavity wt % Vp, [cm3/g] ga

Zn3Na2Fe2 23.1( 0.6 3.37( 0.09 2.5( 0.3 6.74 22.3 0.217( 0.006 4( 1
Zn3K2Fe2 22.0( 0.1 3.048( 0.02 3.9( 0.1 6.1 19.2 0.187( 0.001 3.1( 0.6
Zn3Rb2Fe2 19.5( 0.01 2.96( 0.04 5.9( 0.5 5.9 15.5 0.152( 0.002 2.4( 0.4
Zn3Cs2Fe2 16.81( 0.04 2.76( 0.02 2.87( 0.03 5.6 14.7 0.144( 0.001 2.0( 0.2
Zn3Co2-R 8.2( 0.2 3.96( 0.06 2.0( 0.05 7.9 28 0.346( 0.001 1.059( 0.003

a np, the limiting amount adsorbed filling the micropores;E0, characteristic energy;n, heterogeneity parameter;Vp, pore volume; and storage
capacity in weight percent (wt %).b Value obtained for the osmotic coefficient (g) from the CO2 adsorption isotherms fitting according to the LF
model.
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because in the structure of this last compound, all of the involved
metals have saturated their coordination sphere. It is sufficient
that the existence of a certain electric field gradient at the cavity
to cause some excess of hydrogen molecules within the pore.
In Cu3[Co(CN)6]2, a typical Prussian blue analogue with 33.3%
of vacancy for the building anionic block, the main adsorption
site has been identified to be the interstitial voids, at the 1/4,
1/4, 1/4 crystallographic position.13 However, in materials with
such a large amount of vacancies (cavities), the interstitial sites
could also be sensing the electric field gradient from neighboring
cavities. For divalent transition metal hexacyanoplatinates (IV)
with only interstitial voids as available free space, no hydrogen
adsorption has been reported.12 No hydrogen adsorption has also
been observed for anhydrous Mn2[Fe(CN)6],15 a compound with
only interstitial free spaces.35

When the electric field gradient is strong enough, it could
hinder or limit the hydrogen diffusion through narrow windows,
which must be appreciated from adsorption isotherms as
appearance of kinetic effects. Such effects could also be present
when chemical interactions occur during the storage process of
the hydrogen molecule. For the case of sodium-zinc ferrocya-
nide, the observed kinetic effects (Figure 6) were ascribed to a
physical interaction. Sodium is the smaller and more polarizing
cation within the studied series of exchangeable metals, which
favors a strong electrostatic interaction. The obtained adsorption
and desorption curves for Zn3Na2Fe2 are quite different, even

for large measurement times (a week). In this case, the
adsorption curve does not correspond to a proper adsorption
isotherm because it is recorded under nonequilibrium conditions.
A conclusive evidence on the nature of such behavior for the
sodium-containing composition as related to kinetic effects was
obtained comparing H2 adsorption isotherms recorded at 75,
85, and 258 K (Figure 8). Even at 258 K, appreciable kinetic
effects were observed. The occurrence of a chemical interaction
responsible for the observed unique behavior for Na was
discarded because at low-pressure, progressive hydrogen de-
sorption takes place. A more detailed study is required in order
to understand the nature of that behavior for sodium. At the
opposite side, Zn3Co2-R is found. This last compound has the
largest pore window size and the weaker electric field gradient
at the cavity for the studied family of materials. In this
compound, the adsorption isotherm is recorded in relatively short
time (4 h, including desorption), the shortest ones for the studied
family of materials. Its adsorption isotherm is free of kinetic
effects (Figure 6) and the pore limit capacity (np) for hydrogen
storage, atPeq f ∝, estimated from eq 2, was the largest one
found in this study, close to 12 H2 molecules per cavity (1.82
wt %) (Table 3). Excluding the case of sodium, the ordering of
the studied compounds according to this parameter,np, is: Zn3-
Co2-R > Zn3K2Fe2 > Zn3Rb2Fe2 > Zn3Cs2Fe2. This order is
quite similar to that discussed above from the CO2 adsorption
data.

Figure 5. Characteristic curves (experimental and fitted) for the CO2

adsorption in the materials under study. For low fractional pore filling
(θ) where the guest-host interaction predominates the calculated
adsorption potential (-∆G) follows the order Na> K > Rb > Cs >
Zn3Co2-R.

Figure 6. H2 adsorption isotherms at 75 K for the materials under
study: Zn3A2[Fe(CN)6]2, A ) Na, K, Rb, Cs; and Zn3[Co(CN)6]2

rhombohedral phase (Zn3Co2-R).

Figure 7. Low pressures region of the hydrogen adsorption isotherms
at 75 K for the materials under study, excluding the sodium containing
ferrocyanide sample.

Figure 8. H2 adsorption isotherms for Zn3Na2Fe2 recorded at 75, 85,
and 258 K. The kinetic effects are observed even at 258 K. This suggests
that a particularly strong interaction between the sodium ion and the
H2 molecule takes place.
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The variation for the osmotic coefficient (g) (Table 3) appears
as a sensor for the guest-host interaction in the studied series
of porous materials. For a given composition, the larger value
of g is always observed for the adsorption isotherm recorded at
the lower temperature (liquid N2), where the stronger guest-
host interaction takes place. Within the considered materials as
a whole, theg value decreases according to K> Rb > Cs >
Zn3Co2-R. This order parallels the above-discussed evidence
for the strength of the guest-host interaction obtained from the
isotherms slope at low-pressure values (Figure 7). The potential-
ity of the osmotic parameter (g) in the LF model as sensor for
the guest-host interactions in porous hexacyanometalates has
already observed from the evaluation of Xe adsorption data21

and is discussed with details below.
3.5. On the Used Adsorption Models.The guest-host

interactions for CO2 and H2 have been discussed according to
parameter values derived from the adsorption data processing
according to two different adsorption models, DA and LF,
respectively. The LF model has a more general validity, whereas
the DA one is limited to vapors. For CO2, these parameters are
the characteristic energy (Eo) and the adsorption potential (A),
whereas in the LF model, the value for the osmotic coefficient
(g) appears as a sensor for the interaction strength. In the DA
model, the value ofEo is a function of the average energy
involved in the pore filling as whole, whileA senses the variation
for the adsorption potential on the pore filling.23 eq 2 is derived
from the osmotic theory of adsorption in micropores where an
“osmotic” equilibrium between two solutions (vacancies and
molecules), one of them created in the micropores and the other
one in the gas phase, is established.24 In this model, the pore
free volume (vacuum) represents the vacancies and behaves as
the solvent while the solute is represented by the adsorbed
molecules. In such a model, the value ofg senses the interaction
between these solutions (solute and solvent). Forg ) 1 eq 2
reduces to the Langmuir type-isotherm, which can be derived
from statistical mechanics for a system of open and independent
cavities that exchange energy and particles, assuming mobile
adsorption without lateral interactions and with all of the
molecules inside sensing the same energy adsorption.36 This is
equivalent to an ideal solution of vacuum plus adsorbed
molecules. A value ofg > 1 measures the deviation of such a
solution from the ideal, i.e., the solute-solvent (guest-host)
interaction. This explains the above-discussed experimental
evidence where the value ofg appears as a good sensor for the
strength of the guest-host interaction during the hydrogen
adsorption.

In order to illustrate the equivalence among the results
obtained from these two models in the materials under study,
the CO2 adsorption data were evaluated also according to LF
model. In Table 2, the obtained values forg are included.
Between the values ofEo andg a positive correlation is noted.
To a stronger guest-host interaction given by a largerEo value,

the calculatedg value is also the larger one. For some limit
cases, e.g.,n ) 2 in DA model, an analytical expression
supporting that correlation has been reported.37 In Figure 9, a
plot of g versusEo from the CO2 adsorption data is presented.
From low to medium values ofg, a practically linear correlation
is observed; however, a remarkable deviation of that behavior
was noted as theg value increases. Additionally, the uncertainty
for the estimatedg value (from the nonlinear fitting) is higher
as its value increases. This suggests that for a large deviation
from the ideal (g ) 1), i.e., a strong guest-host interaction, a
less reliable description of the adsorption data according to the
osmotic model is expected. Such a regularity has been observed
by us in previous studies where LF model has been used for
the adsorption data evaluation.21,25,30

3.6. Heats of Adsorption for Hydrogen. The hydrogen
adsorption heats were estimated from adsorption isotherms
recorded at N2 and Ar baths. Figure 10 shows these isotherms
for samples of Zn3K2Fe2 and Zn3Co2-R. The smallest difference
in the adsorbed amount for the two temperatures at a given
pressure value corresponds to the K-containing sample revealing
that the stronger guest-host interaction is involved. For Rb and
Cs, the comparison of the corresponding isotherms (see Sup-
porting Information) leads to an analogue evidence for Rb
relative to Cs. If that difference for adsorbed amount at a given
pressure value is taken as indicator of the guest-host interaction
strength, then the order results K> Rb > Cs> Zn3Co2-R. This
agrees with the above-discussed results from the isotherms
fitting, particularly with the ordering derived from the calculated
g values.

Figure 10 shows the variation for the adsorption heat (∆Hads)
versus the amount adsorbed (nads), calculated according to eq 4
using the adsorption data collected from N2 and Ar baths. In

TABLE 3: Results Derived from the H2 Adsorption Isotherms Fitting According to the Langmuir -Freundlich Modela

compd T, [K] np, [mol/ mol] H2/cavity P0.5, [kPa] g wt [%]

Zn3K2Fe2 75 5.8( 0.3 11.6 46( 14 3.3( 0.3 1.66( 0.01
85 4.5( 0.1 9 45( 3 1.8( 0.2 1.29( 0.01

Zn3Rb2Fe2 75 4.7( 0.1 9.4 56( 3 1.8( 0.08 1.19( 0.01
85 4.4( 0.2 8.8 162( 12 1.33( 0.08 1.11( 0.05

Zn3Cs2Fe2 75 4.19( 0.04 8.4 39.6( 0.9 1.68( 0.05 0.95( 0.01
85 3.52( 0.02 7.4 70.9( 0.9 1.29( 0.03 0.79( 0.01

Zn3Co2-R 75 5.8( 0.1 11.6 113( 5 1.17( 0.08 1.82( 0.01
85 5.35( 0.05 10.7 288( 6 1.08( 0.01 1.71( 0.02

a np, is the limit capacity of micropores;P0,5 is the pressure atnad ) 0,5.np; g is the osmotic coefficient, H2/cavity, is the estimated limit amount
of H2 molecules per cavity; and wt % is the maximum estimated adsorption in weight percent.

Figure 9. Plot of the osmotic coefficient (g) versus characteristic
energy (Eo) corresponding to the CO2 adsorption data fitting according
to the LF and DA models, respectively.
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order to reduce the guest-guest interaction contribution to the
estimated∆Hadsvalue, only the region of low adsorption (small
nadsvalues) were considered. The obtained∆Hadsvalues follow
the order K> Rb > Cs > Zn3Co2-R, in correspondence with
the qualitative evidence already discussed. This order represents
a conclusive clue on the role of the cavity electric field gradient
for hydrogen molecule stabilization within the cavity. The
hydrogen adsorption in the materials under study appears to be
dominated by the electrostatic interaction among the cavity
electric field gradient and the adsorbate quadrupole moment.
The slight positive slope observed in∆Hads vs nads curves for
Rb and Cs was tentatively attributed to the metal mobility within
the cavity in order to find a new equilibrium position to allow
a stronger interaction with the H2 molecule. For K, the inverse
behavior was observed, probably due to a stronger interaction
of this smaller and more polarizing ion with the framework
surface. For Zn3Co2-R, the calculated∆Hads does not show
variation withnads. This suggests that in this compound, due to
the low electric field gradient at the cavity, the contributions of
both, the guest-host and the guest-guest interactions to the
hydrogen adsorption, are quite similar.

As already mentioned, the interaction of molecular hydrogen
with alkali metals exchanged zeolites has been studied from
quantum mechanical calculations concluding that the cations
embedding in the zeolite framework causes a dramatic decrease
of their polarizing power and, as a consequence, also in the
predicted hydrogen adsorption heats.4,6 However, for Mg (2+),
a highly polarizing cation, the calculated value of∆Hadsamounts
to ∼10 kJ/mol,6 a value only slightly higher than that here
obtained for K (8.3 kJ/mol). Compared with Mg, K is a metal
with less polarizing power (0.433 for K+ vs 2.704 for Mg2+).33

This suggests that in zeolite, the interaction with the framework
may effectively be shielding the metal polarizing power and its
ability to favor the excess of the hydrogen molecule within the
cavity. Such a shielding effect could also be present in the
studied porous cyanometalates; however, their framework atoms
are involved in relatively highly covalent bonds resulting in a
weaker alkali metal-framework interaction and probably in a
lower shielding effect.

The above-discussed experimental results for zeolite-like
hexacyanometalates reveal that the electric gradient within the
pores, given by the alkali metal ion, has a decisive role on the
hydrogen molecule adsorption in this family of materials.

The∆Hadsvalue obtained for K, 8.3 kJ/mol, is∼20% higher
than that reported for Ni3[Co(CN)6]2, the Prussian blue analogue
where the largest value of adsorption heat for molecular
hydrogen has been estimated.11 The ∆Hadsvalue measured for
Zn3Co2-R, of about 6.3 kJ/mol, is similar to that reported for
zinc cobalticyanide with a supposed cubic structure.16 On
dehydration by heating, cubic zinc cobalticyanide undergoes a
structural transformation to form the rombohedral phase.19

3.7. On the Structural Changes in the Materials under
Study with Adsorbed Species.In those porous cyanometalates
where the H2 adsorption has been reported,11-16 the porous
network results from systematic absence of the molecular
anionic building block. From this fact, at the pore surface, we
always find metal centers with an unsaturated coordination
environment. In the as-prepared materials, such available
coordination sites are occupied by water molecules. These
coordinated waters can be removed through moderated heating,
usually below 100°C, liberating the materials free space for
adsorption processes.21,25,38The dehydration process is always
accompanied of the unit cell contraction, which amounts up to
4% for the cell volume reduction.29,38,39On the water removal,
all of the bonding interactions of the metal sited at pore surface
is with the CN groups. This leads to an increase for the charge
subtraction from these groups, viaσ-bonding (through 5σ
orbitals), which is detected as a reduction for the T-NtC-
M-CtN-T chain length, which coincides with the unit cell
edge. This is a reversible effect. On sample re-hydration, the
cell edge size is restored. For this type of porous material, the
adsorption process is always accompanied of a certain cell
expansion, which is more pronounced for polar species, like
water, with a relatively strong interaction with the metal centers
at the pore surface. However, for the series of porous hexacya-
nometalates here studied, the coordination sphere for the zinc
atom is saturated by N atoms from CN groups. Since the-Ct
N- bridge forms relatively strong bonds with the metal centers,
no appreciable cell expansion on the adsorption process is
expected. For Zn3Co2-R, the cell contraction on cooling from
room temperature to 77 K, including degassing, amounts a unit
cell volume reduction below 0.4%.19 For the Zn3A2Fe2 series,
according to the above-discussed results, the guest-host interac-
tion is dominated by the exchangeable metal (A), and such
interaction probably causes the migration of the metal through

Figure 10. H2 adsorption isotherms for Zn3Co2-R and Zn3K2Fe2

recorded at 75 and 85 K using liquid N2 and Ar baths. The stronger
guest-host interaction for Zn3K2Fe2 is appreciated as a smaller
difference in the adsorbed amount for a given value of pressure.

Figure 11. Hydrogen adsorption heat curves (the low adsorption region
only) in the materials under study. The estimated adsorption heat follows
the order K> Rb > Cs > Zn3Co2-R.
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different equilibrium positions within the cavity, as already
mentioned, an effect well-known for zeolites,32 but not an
appreciable unit cell expansion. A study on the cation mobility
on the pore filling in this family of materials is on the way.

Conclusions

The hydrogen storage in a series of zinc hexacyanoferrates
(II) with different alkali metal (Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+) located
within the porous framework was studied. The alkali metal
modulates the electric field gradient within the pores and thereby
also the guest-host interaction for the hydrogen molecule
adsorption. The calculated adsorption heat (∆Hads) values follow
the order: K> Rb > Cs > Zn3Co2-R. A strong electrostatic
interaction within the cavity favors the hydrogen retention but
it can also reduce the diffusion rate for the hydrogen molecule
through narrow windows. Such an effect was observed for Na+,
the smaller and most polarizing alkali metal among the studied
series. The H2 adsorption isotherm in zinc-sodium ferrocyanide
showed pronounced kinetic effects even at 258 K. For rhom-
bohedral zinc hexacyanocobaltate (III), with a crystal structure
and porous network similar to that observed for the zinc
hexacyanoferrates (II) but free of alkali metal, the smallest pore
filling time and the largest hydrogen storage capacity were found
and with an isotherm free of kinetic effects. The low electric
field gradient at the cavity surface for this material facilitates a
fast hydrogen diffusion rate through the interconnected network
of cavities. The CO2 adsorption isotherms reveal that the alkali
metal located close to the pore windows does not represent a
limiting factor for the pore filling with small molecules. The
free volume for all of the studied compositions was found to
be accessible for CO2. The pore volume, estimated from the
CO2 adsorption, follows the order: Zn3Co2-R > Na > K > Rb
> Cs. For the estimated characteristic energy, which senses the
average guest-host interaction strength, the order is as fol-
lows: Na> K, > Rb > Cs > Zn3Co2-R, which parallels the
expected electric field gradient at the cavity. The H2 and CO2

adsorption in the materials under study shed light on the role
of the electric field gradient at the cavities region for the
hydrogen storage in porous cyanometalates.
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